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With the development of China Taxation System reform and the dynamic 
international tax environment, taxation attracts a growing concern by various sectors 
of society. For example, governments regulate industry policies and monitor 
economic activities via taxation; meanwhile, companies regard it as a key factor for 
enterprise competitiveness. In a word, businessmen are always interested in 
maintaining proper level of tax burden in fluctuated legal requirements.  
The thesis is based on the case study of APED (M) Corporation’s tax planning 
practice in China though the application of transfer pricing method after entity 
function restructuring. 
Tax planning theory, case study of APED (M) and tax planning risk analysis are 
three main parts of the article. The first part lays a solid academic foundation of 
APED’s tax planning practice while the second part discusses detailed issues to be 
considered. Last but not least, the stability of the tax planning approach is measured 
by introducing the third part, i.e. risk assessments. 
The uniqueness of the paper includes three aspects. To begin with, a systemic 
display of international tax planning from a multinational company’s perspective is 
what combines theories with practices. Next, data herein is quoted directly from 
daily work. Third, risk analysis based on APED (M) provides similar companies 
with detailed highlights to implement it well. Apart from that, the practice can be 
referred by regulation designers to adjust laws and acts as tools for economic 
developments. 
The drawbacks, on the other hand, are aroused from the restrictions of the 
specific case settings. It is suggested that any companies that try to adopt the 
mentioned tax planning method should consult professional institutions and 
necessary changes should be applied to the final proposal. 
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2.1  税收筹划的概念 


































表 2-1 税收筹划及其相关概念的区别 






法意图 2.3.1 中介绍的手段 












资料来源：[18]刘心一：《税收规划-节税的原理、方法和策略》，经济管理出版社，2006 年 5 月 
 








2.2  税收筹划的方法 
2.2.1  税收筹划的基本方法 
   按照节税效应划分的税收筹划的原理包括： 
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